Abstract
Introduction
Learning is the main essence of ANN. Learning can be considered as a weight-updating rule of the ANN. Most of the neural learning method strictly depends on the architecture of the ANN. The connection rules determine the topological structure of an ANN. Two most important factors in the weight updating rules are the ordering of the nodes and the connection mechanism of the degree of inputs to the ANN. The number of nodes determines the dimensionality of the problem. The response of the ANN can be realized as a function of the weights of an ANN. A decision hyper-plane can be constructed by proper combinations of the weight vectors. These surface areas, which can be highly complex are the areas of concern for a learning algorithm, so that a decision hyper-plane can be constructed by proper combinations of the weight vectors.
There are many problems associated with the currently existing learning algorithms [1] [2] [3] . Some of the aspects with existing learning methods for MLP can be summarized as P The convergence tends to be extremely slow 9 Learning constants must be guessed heuristically Much of the research has focused on the training of feed forward networks [Fogel, Fogel, and Porto, 1990; Whitley, Starkweather, and Bogart, 19901 [7] Our aim is to investigate our novel approach and conduct a comparative study between the existing learning algorithms that uses EA for evolving the weights for the MLP, with our proposed hybrid learning that uses the combination of EA and least square method. In section 2 we discuss in details our hybrid learning method. In section 3 we discuss the results and finally in section 3, the conclusion and further research is given.
Proposed Learning algorithm

ANN architecture details
We consider two layers network architecture. The weights variable for each layer are found using a hybrid method, which uses the EA and a least square method. The evolutionary algorithm method is applied for the first layer weight and the least square methods are applied to find the weights for the output layer. We initialize the hidden layer weights with a uniform distribution with closed range interval [-1, +1]. Once the initialization for the hidden layer weights are done, we apply the least square method to obtain the weights for the output layer. After determining the weights for the output layer the EA is applied for the hidden layer to obtain an optimum weights. The algorithm stops after a certain number of generations or if a specific error goal is met.
New hybrid Algorithm
We conduct experiments using two different evolutionary algorithms, one (algorithm A) that uses both the genetic operators (crossover and mutation) and the other (algorithm B), which uses only mutation operator with a pair of real valued vectors. For comparison purpose we also train the same network, where the EA is applied for evolution of all the weights for hidden and output layer. We call the corresponding methods for our learning method A and B, as A' and B' respectively. The hybrid algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1 Initialize the input range: All the inputs are mapped into a range of the open interval (0,l).
Step 2 Start with a small number of hidden neurons: We start the training process using a small number of hidden neurons using a step incremental process. The initial number is chosen as small as possible.
Step 3 Initialize all the weights for the hidden layer: We initialize all the hidden layer weights using a uniform distribution of a closed interval range of [-1, +1]. We also encode for the genotype, which represents the weights for the hidden layer with those values for all the population strings. The genotype encoding also depends on the type of the EA to be used. For example, for algorithm A, we don't need any extra gene, where as for algorithm B, we need a pair of real valued vectors.
For Algorithm A
A sample genotype from the population pool for an n input, h hidden and m output neuron can be written as ~w~I W 1 2~~~w l n w 2 1 W~2~' . W Z n~~~W h l w h~~~~W h n I Where, range(w) initially is set between the closed interval [-1 +1] Also, as the output weights are found by the least square methods, those weights need not be initialized. Step 4: Compute the weights for the output layer using least square method: We compute the weights for the output layer using the least square method where the output of the hidden layer is computed as f(.) for the weighted sum of its input, where f is the sigmoid function. The output of each of the hidden neuron can be found using the equations:
For Algorithm
Where i = 1,2 ,..., h , I is the mapped input and Where x is the output of the hidden neuron before the activation function. After obtaining the corresponding weight gene from the genotype, as we use sigmoid activation function for the output also, we need to do the linearization, using the formula
Where i=1,2 ,..., m, netb is the output of the output neuron before the activation, and net is the output of the output neuron after the activation We then require to solve the over determined equation
Where hid is the output matrix from the hidden layer neurons and weight is the weight matrix output neurons. We use least square method, which is based on the QR factorization technique to solve the equation for the weight matrix using the qr function
[Q, RI = qr(hi4
The function q r returns the orthogonal triangular decomposition of the hid matrix. It produces an upper triangular matrix R of the same dimension as hid and a unitary matrix Q so that hid = Q*R.
The solution matrix can be found from the R matrix using one step iterative process as
the error e can be calculated as r = n e t b -h i d * x R e = RT l(hid * r )
The final value of solution for weight matrix can be then found as weight = x + e
Step 5 Apply Evolutionary algorithm: We create an intermediate population from the current population using a selection operator. We use roulette wheel selection. The method creates a region of a wheel based on the fitness of a population string. All the population strings occupy the space in the wheel based on their rank in fitness. A uniform random number is then generated within a closed interval of [0, 1] . The value of the random number is used as a pointer and the particular population string that occupies the number is selected for the offspring generation. Once the intermediate population strings are generated, we randomly choose two parents from the pool of the intermediate population,. and apply the genetic operators (crossover, mutation) to generate the offspring with some predefined probability patterns. We use fixed probability value for the genetic operators. Some preliminary results have shown that a crossover rate of [0.7,0.8] and mutation rate of [0.1-0.21 provides the best results. We continue this process till such time the number of offspring population becomes same as the parent population. Once the new population has been created, we find the fitness for all the population based on the weights of the hidden weights (obtained from the population string) and the output layer weights (obtained from the least square method). We also normalize the fitness value to force the population string to maintain a pre-selected rangeof fitness.
Intermediate population generation netoutput = f (hid * weight)
Where f is the sigmoid function C (netoutput -net ) n * h RMSError = popRMSError,. = nom( RMSErrol;: ) norm function normalized the fitness of the individual, so the fitness of each individual population is forced to be within certain range. Step 6 Check the error goal: If any Population string from the population pool meets the error goal criterion, we stop the algorithm. Otherwise, goto step 7.
Offspring generation Algorithm
Appl yMutation
Increment the number of hidden neurons: Add one neuron in the hidden layer and goto step 3.
The two childs after the crossover operation will be --%int4intTbltl+a/spinH ~,inH+%inH 
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Results
We have implemented the algorithm in MATLAB and C. Our algorithm has been applied to XOR problem, 10 bits odd parity problem, and handwritten segmented characters data set. We first applied the evolutionary algorithm only to the ANN for all these data set to find the solution and then we compared the results with our proposed approach. The results show that in terms of time (number of generation required) is much less than that of the EA only. Also, in terms of RMS error, the result shows that an average result for the hybrid algorithm reaches the error goal with almost certainty. 
Data Set 1
Both the new hybrid learning shows almost the same results for this data set. Two hidden neurons were foundto be able to classify correctly the data set for all the four sets of algorithms. The convergence was almost certain for all the 4 algorithms, however the result shows that convergence for algorithm A' and B' were slightly better than the proposed algorithm A' and B', though the minimum error in case of the proposed algorithm were found much earlier in terms of number of generations. Also, the time taken by the new algorithms A and B were much less. On an average the algorithm A and B were able to find the goal within one third time than the time taken by algorithm A' and B'.
I
Data Set2
Result shows that the algorithm A achieves a better classification rate (58%) with only 5 hidden neurons, than algorithm A with classification rate (56%). In both cases the best classification result was found using the least number of neurons out of three. Algorithm B, once gave a classification result of 99%, though this result was an extreme result found after the algorithm was run for several times. Algorithm A' gives a correct classification of 54%, where as algorithm B' gives a correct classification of 63%. The average time taken by algorithm A and B were 10 times faster than the time taken by algorithm A' and B'. The convergence property was almost the same for all the four algorithms.
Data Set 3
Result shows that the algorithm A achieves a better classification rate (64%) with only 5 hidden neurons, than algorithm B with classification rate (34%). In both the cases the best classification result was found using the least number of neurons out of three. But twice algorithm B gave a classification result of 99%, though this result was an extreme result found after the algorithm was run for several times. Algorithm A' gives a correct classification of 20% same as algorithm B'. The average time taken by algorithm A and B were 10 times faster than the time taken by algorithm A' and B'. The convergence property was better for algorithm A and B than algorithm A' and B'.
Conclusion and Further research
The new algorithm shows some promising results in terms of the classification rate and time complexity when compared with the existing EA based techniques to train an ANN. In terms of convergence property the existing EA based learning shows better results, as far as steady decrease in error is concerned. But in terms of the probability the solution in case of hybrid learning was almost certain when compared to the existing EA based techniques. There are many scopes to improve the existing learning algorithm for both the EA methods and the matrix solution methods. The result could be improved more using more hidden neurons, but the main aim at this stage was to compare the results between various algorithm given the time constraint. Also, a larger benchmark data set need to be used for further verification. Future research will also take into consideration the EA method to find the number of hidden neurons in the first layer.
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